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Abstract
The purpose of this study was to identify the ability of fourth-year optometric students and clinical faculty members at an optometric college (including residents) and a cohort of private practice optometrists to label the 10 layers of the retina on a diagram. The private practitioners were least proficient in identifying the retinal layers. The faculty optometrists performed better. The students did the best. With increased use of advanced imaging technologies, optometrists may need to become increasingly proficient in retinal microanatomy. Basic and clinical science concepts should be correlated not only throughout optometric school curricula but also in continuing education courses.
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Introduction
Anatomy can be considered one of the basic pillars of medical training. Recent evidence has shown that although some areas of patient management differ in relevancy to anatomical education, some areas of clinical care are uniformly ranked as relying heavily on anatomical knowledge, e.g., imaging and diagnostic studies, physical examination and arrival at correct diagnosis. A recent study of clinicians indicated that they generally agree that anatomy is “fundamental” to daily clinical practice.

Typically, anatomy is taught in the first year of medical school, but most of the clinical application of this knowledge does not usually occur until the third or fourth years of the curriculum, during clinical rotations and in clinical training after graduation. Studies have shown that there is a considerable loss of anatomical knowledge among medical students within a year after completing their anatomy studies and that specific radiologic anatomy information was “poorly retained” by fourth-year medical students.

Several studies have used labeling the carpal bones on a diagram of the hand to assess retention of anatomical knowledge. The anatomy of the carpal bones was chosen as a benchmark for anatomical knowledge because it is easily and objectively examined and has relevance to clinical practice in a number of disciplines. One study using this task compared the performance of medical students with the performance of junior doctors. The overall recognition scores achieved by medical students were “poor” [4 of 25 (16%) of the students could identify seven or eight of the bones]; however, the junior doctors’ scores were “more reassuring” [7 of 10 (70%) could do the same]. In another study, physical therapy students exhibited better retention of the anatomy of the carpal bones than medical students. In that study, 23 of 54 (42%) of the physical therapy students vs. 16 of 80 (20%) of the medical students could identify all eight carpal bones. It has also been shown that the results of chiropractic students on the carpal bone test was generally better than those of previously tested final-year medical students, although only 32 of 84 (38%) of
the chiropractic students identified all eight bones.7 Another study asked 102 junior doctors in accident and emerg-
ency and orthopedic departments to identify nine wrist landmarks by palpation on normal wrists and name the
carpal bones on plain film radiographs.8 None of the subjects identified all nine wrist landmarks using palpation and
only 61 of 102 (60%) could name all eight carpal bones on a plain film ra-
diograph.

A search of the literature found no published studies concerning the retention of pertinent anatomical knowledge by
optometric students or doctors of op-
tometry. With the development of
advanced imaging techniques with in-
creasingly better resolution, knowledge of
microscopic anatomy is becoming
more and more important in clinical
practice. An example of this is optical
coherence tomography (OCT). OCT
has a variety of applications in clinical
practice.9 One of the most common
uses of OCT, especially spectral do-
main OCT (SD-OCT), is in eye care,
where it can produce high-resolution
cross-sectional images of the subsurface
retina, with resolutions that allow dif-
ferentiation of all retinal layers from the
internal limiting membrane to the reti-
nal pigmented epithelium. OCT is used
to detect and monitor macular diseases
including age-related macular degen-
eration (AMD), retinal vein occlusion,
diabetic retinopathy, macular holes,
especially helpful in quantifying and
differentiation of all retinal layers from the
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year optometric students and clinical
faculty members at an optometric col-
lege (including residents) and a cohort
of private practice optometrists to label
the 10 layers of the retina on a diagram.

Methods
Subjects were recruited from the
fourth-year student population and the
clinical faculty having an optometry degree (including residents) at the Illi-
nois College of Optometry (ICO) and
from among private practice optom-
etrists who participated in a continu-
ing education (CE) program at ICO.
Inclusion in the study was based on the
subject’s willingness to participate in
the study and his/her attendance at the
venue where the test was administered.
Fourth-year students were tested at the
end of grand rounds (where retinal cas-
es were not discussed); faculty members
were tested during a faculty retreat; and
the private practitioners were tested at
a CE program held at the college. Sub-
jects who had prior knowledge of the
task involved in the study were exclud-
ed to allow a fair representation of sub-
jects’ level of knowledge without prior
preparation.

After an IRB-approved consent process,
subjects (the faculty members and pri-
ivate practice optometrists) were asked
to report the number of years since they
graduated and any optometric special-
ties they considered themselves to have,
e.g., primary care, contact lenses, pedi-
atrics, low vision or a combination of
these specialties. They were allowed five
minutes maximum to label the layers of
the retina on a line drawing provided to
them (Figure 1). Abbreviations were
not allowed. The test was given with-
out prior warning. At least one of the
authors was present when the test was
administered.

Data were recorded and tallied in Excel
spreadsheets. Descriptive data, includ-
ing percentages, means and standard
deviations, were calculated where ap-
propriate. A one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) was calculated for both
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Figure 1
Histologic Cross-Sectional Image of the Retina
Used as the Task in the Study
Please identify the labeled layers. Do NOT use abbreviations. You have 5 minutes to complete this task.
the average number of layers correctly identified and years since graduation, and post hoc analysis was performed with the Games-Howell test. Chi squares were calculated for both the percentage of times each layer was correctly identified and percentage of answers that were blank or non-retina. All statistics were computed using SPSS, V17.0 (Chicago, IL).

Results
A total of 172 participants were recruited for this study: 35 fourth-year optometry students out of approximately 40 that attended the grand rounds, 41 clinical faculty members (including nine residents) out of approximately 45 that attended the session of the retreat, and 96 private practice optometrists out of approximately 225 that attended the CE program. The number of years since graduation and the self-selected specialty information for clinical faculty members and private practice optometrists are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

The students had the best performance on the task, followed by the clinical faculty members and then the private practice optometrists (Figure 4). The mean number of layers correctly identified differed significantly by group \( (F=69.2, p<0.05) \). In general, for both groups of optometrists, the more time since the subject graduated, the fewer layers that were correctly identified (Figure 5). The number of years since graduation significantly affected performance \( (F=9.7, p<0.05) \). The outermost and innermost layers (i.e., retinal pigment epithelium and inner limiting membrane, respectively) were correctly identified most commonly (Figure 6). There were significant differences between the groups in identifying the remaining layers \( (\chi^2=39.4, p<0.05) \). The group that had the most subjects that either left the task completely blank or had non-retina answers was the private practice optometrists, followed by the clinical faculty members and then the students (Figure 7). The numbers of subjects in these groups that either left the task blank or had non-retina answers were significantly different from each other \( (\chi^2=9.51, p<0.05) \).
Discussion

About half (47 of 96) of the private practice optometrists group had graduated more than 15 years before the study. Likewise, if the residents are not counted, almost half (15 of 32) of the clinical faculty cohort had graduated more than a decade and a half ago.

The private practice optometrists appeared more likely to consider themselves experts in more than one specialty as compared to the clinical faculty optometrists. Nearly two-thirds (62 of 96) of the private practitioners classified themselves as experts in more than one specialty, while approximately 10% (5 of 41) of the faculty optometrists did so.

The private practice optometrists were least proficient in identifying the retinal layers. The clinical faculty members performed better. The students, who were preparing for national board exams, did the best. The results of this study suggest that specific knowledge of the retinal layers is not uniform across the groups in this study cohort.

Because time since graduation had a significant effect on the number of layers labeled correctly, it is not surprising that the two groups of optometrists did not perform as well as the students. This may be especially true because the students had studied the information more recently in class and were also preparing for national board examinations.

The innermost and outermost layers of the retina were the ones that were most frequently identified correctly. This may not be too surprising because these layers may have the most frequent clinical significance. This identification pattern is most clearly seen for the two optometrist groups. The student cohort data did not really show this pattern, although the retinal pigmented epithelium was most frequently identified correctly.

Nearly one-third (31 of 96) of the private practice optometrists either wrote down non-retinal answers, implying that they did not recognize the figure as the retina, or left their sheet blank. Those who left the sheet blank may have done so for several reasons, including they did not recognize the im-
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**Figure 5**

Average Number of Retinal Layers Correctly Identified

Error bars show standard deviations.

**Figure 6**

Percentage of Times Each Layer was Correctly Identified*

RPE: retinal pigmented epithelium; Photo: photoreceptor layer; OLM: outer limiting membrane; ON: outer nuclear layer; OP: outer plexiform layer; IN: inner nuclear layer; IP: inner plexiform layer; Gang: ganglion cell layer; NFL: nerve fiber layer; IL: inner limiting membrane.

* p<0.05.

**Figure 7**

Percentage of Answer Sheets Left Completely Blank or Containing Non-Retina Answers
age the retina, they recognized the retina but could not identify any of the layers, and/or although they consented to participate in the project, once they saw the task they did not “buy into” the project and refused to attempt to answer. These reasons are speculative because data were not gathered as to why the sheets were left blank.

The results of this study suggest that specific knowledge of the cross-sectional microanatomy of the retina is not currently necessary for successful practice of optometry in this cohort. While OCT has revolutionized the clinical practice of ophthalmology in terms of early detection of retinal diseases, monitoring not only disease progression but also the effects of treatments, it may not currently be considered a standard of care in optometric practice. However, there are those who think that this may change. This may be especially true as more optometrists choose to not only diagnose retinal and other eye disease and make appropriate referrals but also offer follow-up care to these patients. As the use of advanced imaging procedures, e.g., OCT, grows, and as imaging technologies advance such that better resolution of ocular structures becomes possible, optometrists may need to become increasingly proficient in their knowledge of ocular microanatomy in order to analyze and correctly interpret these images. Therefore it may be beneficial for optometric educators to correlate basic and clinical science concepts not only throughout optometric school curricula but also in continuing education courses as the use of these technologies expands.

This study has several limitations. The task given to the subjects was to name the retinal layers on a histologic image. Because most optometrists are not routinely exposed to this type of image, it may have not been readily recognizable to some of the members of the two optometrist groups. Using a retinal image that practitioners may encounter more frequently, such as an OCT image, may have been more helpful. Also, an OCT image may have aided in giving some relevance of the task to daily practice. Gathering information from the subjects regarding the relevance of the task to their clinical situation may have added interesting data as well. Although the choice of using an image of the cross-sectional microanatomy of the retina seemed logical because of its relevance to advanced imaging techniques, opting for a different anatomical subject that would be more routinely used in practice, such as the cornea or the crystalline lens, may have been more appropriate.

Additionally, only a small cohort of students and optometrists at a single college of optometry was sampled, limiting generalizations to all optometrists and optometry students. Also, only one specific anatomical structure viewed in a single orientation was used in this study; therefore, it should be pointed out that no conclusion can be drawn about the overall knowledge of ocular anatomy of the subjects in this cohort. It is not known whether similar results would be found if other ocular structures were similarly tested. While nothing can be inferred about the clinical skills of the members of this cohort, the results of this study reiterate the idea of “use it or lose it,” i.e., retention of details (such as the layers of the retina) needs reinforcement by continued exposure in practice.

Conclusion

The results of this study suggest that specific knowledge of the retinal layers is not uniform across the groups in this study cohort. As the use of advanced imaging technologies expands, optometrists may need to become increasingly proficient in their knowledge of ocular microanatomy. It may be beneficial for optometric educators to correlate basic and clinical science concepts not only throughout optometric school curricula but also in continuing education courses.
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